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Connectivity Approach for Detecting Unreliable
DInSAR Ice Velocity Measurements

Jonas Kvist Andersen, John Peter Merryman Boncori, and Anders Kusk

Abstract—Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferome-1

try (DInSAR) allows for retrieval of ice velocity measurements of2

high resolution and accuracy. One of the main error sources in3

DInSAR is the phase unwrapping procedure. Unwrapping errors4

may be caused by several processes, including shear stresses5

associated with large motion gradients, which lead to loss of in-6

terferometric coherence. In many cases, unwrapping errors reach7

magnitudes corresponding to velocities of tens or even hundreds8

of meters per year. Traditional DInSAR implementations include9

pixel masking based on coherence thresholding, however such a10

masking is not always sufficient. Consequently, the state-of-the-11

art for ice velocity retrievals involves either manual inspection12

of individual measurements or simply discarding measurements13

in regions where ice flow exceeds a pre-defined threshold. Here,14

we instead apply a masking based on thresholding of a pixel15

connectivity estimate with respect to a reference point, which16

aims to detect unwrapping errors based only on the estimated17

coherence pattern. The method is tested on both simulated and18

real Sentinel-1 data from the Greenland Ice Sheet and effectively19

detects the majority of unwrapping errors (recall of 0.84 for20

the best performing threshold), although with a relatively low21

precision (0.52 for the best performing threshold). Importantly,22

higher magnitude unwrapping errors are associated with lower23

connectivity values, meaning that undetected errors have a24

significantly lower magnitude (median of 1.7 m/y, corresponding25

to a single phase cycle, compared to 40.5 m/y with no masking).26

27

Index Terms—Ice velocity, interferometry, phase unwrapping,28

synthetic aperture radar (SAR), Sentinel-1.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

FOR several decades, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)31

satellite data has been applied in the measurement of32

ice velocity over glaciers and ice sheets. The technique of33

Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) generally provides34

measurements of higher accuracy and resolution, compared to35

amplitude tracking techniques, although it cannot be applied36

where velocity gradients are high enough to yield phase37

ambiguities. In such regions, tracking-based techniques must38

be used. Hence, the optimal scheme for ice sheet-wide veloc-39

ity retrieval utilizes DInSAR where possible, supplemented40

by tracking-based techniques (e.g. over fast-flowing glacier41

outlets). Such a scheme has previously been carried out using42

several SAR systems (e.g. Radarsat, Radarsat-2, and ALOS-43

PALSAR [1], [2]). Since their launch in 2014 and 2016,44

respectively, the EU Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellites have been45

extensively used to provide routine velocity measurements46

over polar regions, due to the extensive coverage and low47
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revisit time provided by the TOPS acquisition mode [3]. 48

Sentinel-1 routine ice velocity retrievals, however, have so far 49

been based solely on amplitude tracking, as the TOPS mode 50

inherently leads to a coupling between differential phase and 51

azimuth motion, which, if not accounted for, may result in 52

intra-burst phase gradients and inter-burst phase discontinuities 53

[1]–[4]. A resolution to this issue was presented in [5], [6], 54

where Sentinel-1 DInSAR and amplitude tracking measure- 55

ments were combined to retrieve the ice velocity for a major 56

Greenland drainage basin. 57

A remaining challenge concerning DInSAR ice velocity 58

measurements, regardless of the SAR acquisition mode, is 59

related to the phase unwrapping processing step. Most phase 60

unwrapping algorithms seek to determine the correct number 61

of 2π phase cycles to add/subtract to each pixel, so that 62

the phase difference between any pair of image pixels is, in 63

absence of other contributions, proportional to the underlying 64

motion gradient in the radar line-of-sight (LoS) direction. An 65

unwrapping error then occurs when the algorithm assigns a 66

wrong integer multiple of phase cycles. An error of N phase 67

cycles translates to a LoS velocity error through 68

vLoS,σ = 2πN
λ

4π∆T
=

Nλ

2∆T
(1)

where λ is the radar wavelength and ∆T is the temporal 69

baseline of the interferogram. For a Sentinel-1 interferogram 70

with a 6-day baseline, an unwrapping error of a single phase 71

cycle translates to a velocity error of about 1.7 m/y, which 72

is already well above the achievable accuracy of DInSAR 73

measurements [5]. Generally, however, unwrapping errors may 74

reach magnitudes of tens of phase cycles, becoming the most 75

significant error source in the resulting velocity measurements. 76

Phase unwrapping errors arise due to phase differences be- 77

tween neighboring pixels being greater than π radians, which 78

typically occur in and around areas exhibiting interferometric 79

decorrelation (loss of coherence) [7]. Decorrelation may result 80

from temporal changes between acquisitions (e.g., surface melt 81

or precipitation), topographic effects (e.g., layover or shadow), 82

spatial decorrelation, errors in the geometrical coregistration, 83

and from large spatial gradients in the velocity field, as 84

are found over many outlet glaciers [7]–[10]. The latter can 85

lead to phase ambiguities and complete loss of coherence in 86

areas of excessive shear stress [11]. Consequently, most phase 87

unwrapping techniques apply a masking of the wrapped phase 88

pixels based on some combination of coherence, phase residue 89

density, intensity, topography, and other parameters [7], [12]. 90

In general, however, unwrapping errors are not restricted to 91

pixels with low coherence, high residue density, or radar 92
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shadow regions, but may propagate into neighboring regions.93

Hence, a pixel-wise masking based on such parameters will not94

always successfully prevent or discard all unwrapping errors.95

Another common practice for preventing unreliable DIn-96

SAR measurements, due to the risk of unwrapping errors, in97

ice velocity retrievals is either to avoid carrying out DInSAR in98

areas where velocities above a certain threshold are expected99

[1] or to perform a visual inspection of each individual100

unwrapped interferogram to detect signs of unwrapping errors101

[2]. It is not, however, always possible to distinguish un-102

wrapping errors from natural velocity variations. Additionally,103

for ice sheet-wide monitoring applications, visual inspections104

would be excessively time consuming. Finally, unwrapping105

errors are not always limited to regions of fast flow, as will106

be demonstrated in Section III.107

The main objective of this work is to determine a procedure108

for discarding unreliable DInSAR measurements within a109

routine processing scheme, e.g. an ice sheet-wide velocity110

retrieval. Therefore, the procedure should be as automated as111

possible, requiring little input and manual inspection from the112

user. In this paper, we present a masking approach based on113

the pixel connectivity measure, first proposed in [13]. In [13], a114

pixel-wise connectivity measure is presented, which measures115

how well a given pixel can be connected to a selected reference116

point through high coherence pixels. Unwrapping errors are117

often associated with low connectivity regions, as will also be118

demonstrated. The masking method is described in Section II119

and Section III presents a validation on simulated data. Section120

IV presents an application of the method on real Sentinel-121

1 data. Section V provides a discussion of the results and122

the limitations of the masking approach. Finally, Section VI123

presents final conclusions on the findings.124

II. METHODOLOGY125

A. Interferometric Processing Chain126

A typical DInSAR processing chain is shown in the grey127

blocks in Fig. 1. The specific approach used in this paper for128

interferometric processing is that implemented in DTU’s IPP129

processor [14], which actually includes severeal processing130

steps prior to phase unwrapping to reduce the occurrence and131

extent of phase unwrapping errors [15]. For Sentinel-1 data,132

a refined coregistration is applied, which is described in [5]133

along with the full processing algorithm. Phase unwrapping is134

performed via a Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) algorithm. Prior135

to unwrapping, weights are computed based on coherence136

and edge strength computed from the interferogram magnitude137

[16]. A mask is generated by discarding pixels with coherence138

below an adaptive threshold, depending on the selected number139

of range and azimuth looks, as well as pixels where layover140

or shadow effects are predicted, based on the input Digital141

Elevation Model (DEM). Morphological erosion with a 5-142

pixel cross as the structure element [15], [17], is applied to143

the pixels above the threshold, thereby masking out areas144

bordering previously discarded pixels. A segmentation based145

on 4-point connectivity is then used to divide valid pixels146

into connected segments. Phase unwrapping is then carried147

out, with masked pixels being assigned a minimum weight,148

Refined coregistration 
(Andersen et al. 2020)

External DEM

Precise Orbit
Ephimeredes

External velocity
mosaic

Reference
SLC

Secondary
SLC

Interferogram
formation

Phase unwrapping
(MCF algorithm)

Scaling to disp.
and calibration

via GCPs

LoS velocity

Masking based on
pixel connectivity

Fig. 1. Block diagram outlining the Sentinel-1 interferometric processing
chain as presented in [5], with an added masking step based on pixel
connectivity, described in Section II-B.

after which a baseline calibration is performed for the largest 149

segment, followed by an absolute phase calibration of individ- 150

ual segments [15]. Unwrapped measurements are converted to 151

displacement and calibrated through Ground Control Points 152

(GCPs) selected in slow-moving areas of the ice sheet [5], 153

[15]. Although the coherence-based masking segmentation 154

approach is effective at preventing some unwrapping errors, 155

it is not always enough to prevent errors in particularly 156

challenging regions. An example of this is shown in Fig. 157

2a-c, where an unwrapping error is observed in a region of 158

high coherence that is not isolated by the coherence-based 159

segmentation approach. We propose the introduction of an 160

additional processing step, following the phase unwrapping, 161

which serves to improve the detection of unreliably unwrapped 162

measurements, based on a pixel connectivity estimate, and 163

mask them out. 164

B. Masking Based on Pixel Connectivity 165

Unwrapping errors tend to occur in segments that are sepa- 166

rated by areas of low coherence, which in the case of glaciers 167

and ice sheets may be caused by excessive shear stress, surface 168

melting, or precipitation. The segmentation process described 169

in Section II-A allows for the detection of segments that are 170

completely disconnected from the remainder of the scene by 171

coherence pixels below a given threshold, however regions 172

which are only loosely connected may remain, such as the 173

one in the top-right of Fig. 2, and these are also prone to 174

phase unwrapping errors. To detect such regions, we apply a 175

masking procedure based on a measure of pixel connectivity, 176

which was previously introduced in [13] in the context of 177

topographic estimation. The connectivity defines how well 178

each pixel is connected to a selected reference point based 179

on a confidence map, i.e. a pixel-wise quality measure. An 180

obvious choice for the confidence map is the interferometric 181

coherence, as this is a general measure of phase quality, and, 182

as previously mentioned, unwrapping errors are prevalent in 183

areas that are disconnected by low coherence values. The 184

connectivity at a specific pixel is then simply defined as the 185

lowest coherence value encountered on the best available path 186

to the reference point (i.e. the path with the highest minimum 187
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coherence value). Thus, the connectivity between a certain188

pixel and the reference point is high if they can be connected189

by a path of exclusively high coherence values. Conversely,190

a low connectivity is obtained if the two pixels can only be191

connected by paths which propagate through low coherence192

values.193

Fig. 2d shows the connectivity map derived from the co-194

herence with the reference point shown by the red dot. The195

coherence image contains a zone of low values, corresponding196

to a shear margin, and connectivity is observed to be low for197

pixels on the opposite side of the shear margin, with respect to198

the reference point. This region of low connectivity is seen to199

be associated with a large magnitude unwrapping error, which200

is not isolated by the coherence-based segmentation mask.201

Hence, such an error would not be corrected or discarded by202

the conventional unwrapping approach, but would be discarded203

by applying a masking of pixels with a connectivity below a204

certain threshold. In practice, the connectivity map is com-205

puted through Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm206

[13], [18], implemented using a heap queue, which allows for207

relatively fast computation of the connectivity map (a fraction208

of the processing time needed for unwrapping).209

Concerning the exploitation of the connectivity concept210

within a DInSAR processing chain, it is suggested (although211

not demonstrated) in [13] to correct large-scale unwrapping212

errors by computing connectivity maps based on several213

manually selected reference points followed by a calibration214

with GCPs in each region. The algorithm does not, however,215

provide a way of quantifying a connectivity threshold be-216

low which measurements are marked as unwrapping errors.217

Furthermore, for ice velocity applications, such a correction218

approach would require the availability of a dense network of219

GCPs where motion is known to within a single phase cycle220

(1.7 m/y for a Sentinel-1 6-day image pair), which is not221

realistic. The approach we propose consists of computation222

of the connectivity estimate based on a single reference223

point, followed by a masking of pixels below a connectivity224

threshold, ϵc, which are then deemed unreliable. For the pixel-225

wise confidence measure used to estimate the connectivity,226

we experimented with various weighting functions applied227

to the coherence (e.g. thresholding or sigmoidal weighting228

functions), however the best results were found using the229

unweighted coherence. As the computation of connectivity230

requires only the coherence image, one could choose to apply231

the connectivity mask to the wrapped phase prior to phase232

unwrapping. In practice, however, we found that the MCF233

unwrapping algorithm performs better when applying the mask234

after unwrapping, as indicated by the red box in Fig. 1. In235

some instances, low coherence patches of a relatively small236

spatial extent, which are typically not observed to cause237

unwrapping errors, lead to low connectivity values in nearby238

pixels. To avoid masking out these generally unproblematic239

measurements, we apply a morphological closing to the binary240

connectivity mask before applying it. A simulated data set is241

used to estimate the best performing connectivity threshold,242

as presented in Section III.243

III. VALIDATION ON SIMULATED DATA 244

In some cases, unwrapping errors may be easily recog- 245

nizable in the LoS velocity estimate, e.g. in cases where 246

the velocity field shows magnitudes or gradients that are 247

unrealistic (based on a priori knowledge, e.g. an average 248

velocity mosaic). In general, however, recognition may be 249

complicated by seasonal variation in the velocity field. Further- 250

more, other potential error sources such as calibration errors 251

are superimposed on any unwrapping errors. Therefore, to 252

quantitatively examine the occurrence of unwrapping errors, 253

and thus to allow for a validation of the connectivity masking 254

method, we generate simulated interferometric pairs of Single 255

Look Complex (SLC) SAR images based on realistic coher- 256

ence estimates. The simulation procedure is described in the 257

Appendix and outlined in Fig. 3. Each simulated interferogram 258

contains phase contributions from speckle (estimated through 259

the observed coherence of a real Sentinel-1 image pair), 260

topography (computed through a DEM), and a known velocity 261

field (a LoS-projection of a multi-year average velocity mosaic 262

derived with SAR offset tracking). While seasonal changes 263

in surface properties are represented by the real coherence 264

estimates used in simulating the interferograms, the motion 265

input phase contribution does not include seasonal variations, 266

as these are not expected to affect the general distribution 267

of unwrapping errors. Furthermore, the simulations do not 268

contain phase contributions from tropospheric and ionospheric 269

effects. Although these are of course important error sources 270

in DInSAR, they are not in general expected to cause phase 271

unwrapping errors, due to the high degree of spatial correla- 272

tion. Finally, the SLC simulation does not take into account the 273

observed backscatter intensity, as variations associated with an 274

increased likelihood of phase jumps (e.g. in layover or shadow 275

areas) would also be characterized by the coherence. 276

The simulated SLCs are input to the processing chain in 277

Fig. 1, using an amount of averaging corresponding to L = 58 278

independent looks and a coherence threshold of around 0.2. 279

Phase unwrapping errors are then detected by computing the 280

difference between the output LoS velocity from the simulated 281

interferogram and the input (known) velocity field. The only 282

phase contributions in this difference are unwrapping errors 283

and phase noise. The estimated standard deviation of the 284

phase noise for a coherence of 0.2 and L = 58 equivalent 285

number of looks (corresponding to the applied multi-looking) 286

is σn(L) = 0.52 rad. The coherence of 0.2 leads to an 287

upper-bound noise estimate, as lower coherence pixels are 288

masked out in the unwrapping process. To account for phase 289

noise, unwrapping errors are classified as pixels for which the 290

difference between the resulting unwrapped phase, ϕunw, and 291

the known motion contribution, ϕdef , satisfies: 292

|ϕunw − ϕdef | > 2π − 3σn(L) = 4.71 rad (2)

Note that the unwrapping errors detected in the simulation 293

arising from the coherence estimate for a given image pair are 294

not necessarily identical to those occurring in the unwrapping 295

of the interferogram formed from the same imagery. This 296

is due to the fact that the simulation generates, for each 297

pixel, a single realization of the complex speckle affecting the 298
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Fig. 2. Example showing (a) coherence, (b) the segment map based on the coherence mask in the unwrapping algorithm, (c) the detected unwrapping error
(as described in Section II-A), and (d) the connectivity image derived from the coherence (as described in Section II-B) with the reference point shown by the
red dot. The example is a subset from a simulated interferogram (presented in Section III). Note that a large magnitude unwrapping error occurs in a region
of high coherence, which is not isolated by the coherence-based mask segmentation, but where connectivity is low.

reference and secondary images, based on the real coherence299

estimate. Therefore, the simulation results cannot directly be300

used to mask errors occurring in the corresponding real in-301

terferograms. The simulated interferograms allow for an eval-302

uation of the phase unwrapping process, where unwrapping303

errors of any magnitude and spatial extent can be detected.304

Unwrapping errors are more prone to occur further towards305

the ice sheet margin, where high shear stresses, caused by fast-306

flowing glaciers, and surface melt lead to loss of coherence.307

To evaluate the distribution of unwrapping errors and the308

performance of the masking method in such a setting, we309

selected a slice from an ascending Sentinel-1 track (relative310

orbit 74, Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode, and HH-311

polarization) with 13 bursts in each of the three IW swaths,312

shown by the purple rectangle in Fig. 7. This slice covers313

an area downstream of the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream314

(NEGIS), near the outlets of the Zachariae and Nioghalvfjerds-315

fjorden glaciers. We then carried out the simulation procedure316

described in the Appendix for all possible 6-day interfero-317

grams using all acquisitions from the year 2017, leading to318

a total of 60 simulated interferograms. The TanDEM-X 90319

m Greenland DEM [19] and a 2016-2019 average velocity320

mosaic based on amplitude tracking measurements generated321

through PROMICE (Programme for Monitoring of the Green-322

land Ice Sheet) [20] were used in both image coregistration323

and interferogram simulations. Figs. 4a and 4b show the324

multi-year PROMICE velocity projected to radar LoS and the325

average coherence level for the simulated interferograms. The326

coherence showed substantial scene-wide variations across327

the ensemble of interferograms, meaning that a range of328

different conditions are represented (see also Fig. S1 in the329

Supplementary Material). For each simulated interferogram,330

unwrapping errors were detected by comparing the obtained331

LoS velocity measurements with the input external velocity332

field, as described above. Figs. 4c and 4d show the frequency333

of unwrapping errors and the median error magnitude for334

the 60-image pair ensemble observed when not applying the 335

connectivity-based masking method. The Figures illustrate 336

how unwrapping errors tend to occur in areas that are confined 337

by low coherence regions, generally caused by shear margins. 338

Errors are thus observed within the downstream part of the ice 339

stream and in the slow-moving region east of the stream. In the 340

latter, unwrapping errors are more frequent, however they also 341

show a lower median magnitude, compared to the errors within 342

the ice stream. Note that as part of the unwrapping algorithm, 343

some pixels are masked out based on coherence level and 344

the detection of layover/shadow, as described in Section II-A, 345

leading to some areas being masked out in all interferograms. 346

For each of the simulated interferograms, a connectivity 347

map was computed. The same connectivity reference point was 348

selected for all interferograms (indicated by the red point in 349

Fig. 4), in a region towards the interior ice sheet, where veloc- 350

ity is low, coherence is typically high, and unwrapping errors 351

are not expected to occur. A range of connectivity thresholds 352

were then used to generate a mask for each interferogram. 353

Based on results from a selection of test image pairs, the 354

structuring element for morphological closing of the masks 355

was selected as a 32 × 32 pixel diamond. As unwrapping 356

errors can be detected at a pixel level, the performance of the 357

connectivity masks can be quantitatively evaluated (Fig. S2 in 358

the Supplementary Material shows examples of connectivity 359

estimates and masking results for individual image pairs). 360

To determine the best performing connectivity threshold, we 361

compute the recall and precision measures obtained with 362

connectivity thresholds in the range [0.20; 0.50], measured in 363

increments of 0.05. Recall is defined as the number of true 364

errors detected divided by all true errors in the ensemble, 365

while precision is defined as the number of true errors detected 366

divided by all detected errors. Hence, in this context, recall can 367

be considered the estimated probability that a pixel affected 368

by an unwrapping error actually gets masked out, whereas 369

precision is the estimated probability that a pixel drawn from 370
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Fig. 3. Flow chart illustrating the process of interferogram simulation, which is further described in the Appendix. The two Single Look Complex (SLC)
images are simulated based on a coherence estimate from a real image pair, and a known velocity field is added to the differential phase, such that unwrapping
errors can be detected through the difference between the input and output LoS velocity.

all the masked pixels is affected by an unwrapping error. The371

goal of the masking algorithm is to maximize both of these372

measures. A high recall indicates that the masking algorithm is373

effective at detecting unwrapping errors, while a high precision374

means that few valid pixels are masked. Naturally, recall will375

increase with increasing connectivity thresholds, approaching376

1 in the trivial case where all pixels are masked out, leading377

to 100% of errors being detected. Conversely, for very high378

connectivity thresholds, precision will decrease, since more379

and more valid pixels will be labelled as errors. To determine380

the connectivity threshold which achieves the best balance381

between recall and precision the Fβ-score can be applied. It382

is defined as383

Fβ = (1 + β2)
precision · recall

β2 · precision+ recall
(3)

and is a measure of effectiveness of the masking assuming384

β times as much importance is attached to recall as precision.385

In this case, we argue that a selection of β > 1 is sensible,386

meaning that a higher emphasis is put on minimizing the387

number of missed unwrapping errors (high recall), rather than388

minimizing the number of false detections (high precision).389

Here, we opt to use the F2-score (β = 2) as a quality390

measure to be maximized. Table I shows the estimated recall,391

precision, and F2-score, computed for all pixels in the 60-392

image pair ensemble and various connectivity thresholds. The393

Table shows that recall increases substantially until ϵc = 0.30,394

after which smaller improvements are observed. Precision is395

maximized at a threshold of 0.25-0.30 and then steadily drops,396

reflecting the increase in false detections for higher thresholds.397

The F2-score reaches a maximum at ϵc = 0.30, which is thus398

deemed the best performing connectivity threshold. For higher399

thresholds, the minor improvement in recall is canceled out by400

the decrease in precision, leading to an overall decrease in F2-401

score. Note that the precision of 0.52 means that almost half402

of the discarded measurements actually do not contain errors.403

While arguably a high price to pay to detect the majority of404

TABLE I
STATISTICS ILLUSTRATING THE PERFORMANCE OF CONNECTIVITY

MASKING WITH DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS. THE STATISTICS ARE BASED ON
ALL PIXELS FROM THE 60 SIMULATED INTERFEROGRAMS.

Threshold Recall Precision F2-score Median error mag.

No masking - - - 40.5 m/y
0.20 0.17 0.46 0.19 27.0 m/y
0.25 0.62 0.53 0.55 3.4 m/y
0.30 0.84 0.52 0.75 1.7 m/y
0.35 0.92 0.42 0.74 1.7 m/y
0.40 0.93 0.35 0.70 1.7 m/y
0.45 0.97 0.29 0.67 1.7 m/y
0.50 0.99 0.25 0.62 3.4 m/y

unwrapping errors, a mitigating circumstance is that tracking 405

based methods may provide coverage were DInSAR mea- 406

surements are discarded (although with a substantially lower 407

accuracy). Recall and precision do not consider the magnitude 408

of the unwrapping errors. As seen in Table I, the median 409

magnitude of remaining errors shows a substantial drop as 410

the threshold is increased, suggesting that larger unwrapping 411

errors are associated with lower connectivity levels. 412

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of connectivity, distinguishing 413

between unwrapping errors and valid pixels, and median 414

unwrapping error magnitude versus connectivity value for all 415

pixels in the simulated interferogram ensemble. The vast ma- 416

jority of unwrapping errors are associated with a connectivity 417

below 0.30, although a substantial amount of pixels below 418

this threshold do not contain errors, as also indicated by 419

the precision and recall values in Table I. Additionally, the 420

median magnitude of unwrapping errors associated with a 421

connectivity above 0.30 is 1.7 m/y (in fact, more than 90% 422

of these unwrapping errors have a magnitude of either 1 or 423

2 phase cycles, corresponding to 1.7 m/y and 3.4 m/y, re- 424

spectively). Conversely, the median magnitude of unwrapping 425

errors below 0.30 connectivity is 47.2 m/y. Finally, Fig. 6 426
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Fig. 4. (a) PROMICE 2016-2019 average velocity [20] projected to the scene line-of-sight, (b) average coherence, (c) unwrapping error frequency, and
(d) median unwrapping error magnitude for the simulated interferogram ensemble (60 image pairs in total) without applying connectivity-based masking.
Transparent pixels indicate areas where data was discarded in all interferograms due to low coherence or areas where the PROMICE mosaic does not contain
measurements (including pixels over ocean). The red dot indicates the connectivity reference point, used for all simulated interferograms, and blue triangles
in (a) indicate GCPs used for 0th order calibration of the output velocity measurements.

shows the observed unwrapping error frequency and average427

magnitude obtained by applying connectivity masking with428

thresholds 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35. Comparing the results with429

Fig. 4 demonstrates a substantial reduction in unwrapping430

error frequency scene-wide in all three cases. Increasing the431

threshold from 0.25 to 0.30 provides a noticeable improvement432

in terms of error frequency, whereas further increasing the433

threshold to 0.35 leads to an increased masking frequency but434

only a relatively small reduction in error frequency, as also435

indicated by the observed values in Table I.436

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: NORTHEAST GREENLAND437

ICE STREAM438

The connectivity masking approach was also applied to real439

image pairs. To this end, we acquired Sentinel-1 IW data440

in HH-polarization from two ascending and three descending 441

tracks over the downstream portion of NEGIS spanning the 442

period 1st December 2019 to 27th January 2020 (see Fig. 7 and 443

Table II), allowing for the retrieval of the average horizontal 444

velocity field with application of the surface-parallel flow 445

assumption [21]. For each of the image pairs, interferometric 446

processing was carried out as outlined in Section II-A with 447

multi-looking corresponding to L = 58 independent looks. 448

Connectivity was then estimated, with the reference point for 449

each track indicated in Fig. 7, and the same threshold was 450

applied in the masking of all image pairs. The reference points 451

were selected based on the same rationale as in Section III, 452

namely that they are in regions towards the interior parts of 453

the ice sheet where coherence tends to be high and velocity is 454

low. Based on the results from the simulated data (Section 455
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Fig. 5. (a) Histogram showing the distribution of connectivity values (distinguishing between pixels with and without detected unwrapping errors) for all
pixels in the simulated interferogram ensemble and (b) bar plot showing median unwrapping error magnitude sorted by connectivity value (in bins with a
width of 0.05) for all unwrapping error pixels in the simulated interferogram ensemble. In both plots, the black line indicates connectivity equal to 0.30. Note
that bars in (a) are semi-transparent, such that magenta indicates overlapping bars.

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF SENTINEL-1 DATA PRESENTED IN SECTION IV. ALL

IMAGES ARE IN IW MODE AND HH-POLARIZATION. THE SPATIAL EXTENT
OF EACH TRACK IS SHOWN IN FIG. 7.

Track Cycles Acquisition dates

74 (asc.) A: 187-191, B: 116-121 1 Dec. 2019 - 24 Jan. 2020
83 (desc.) A: 188-191, B: 118-120 20 Dec. 2019 - 25 Jan. 2020
89 (asc.) A: 188-191, B: 116-120 2 Dec. 2019 - 25 Jan. 2020

112 (desc.) A: 187-191, B: 116-121 4 Dec. 2019 - 27 Jan. 2020
170 (desc.) A: 186-191, B: 116-120 8 Dec. 2019 - 27 Jan. 2020

III), we chose to test the following subset of connectivity456

thresholds, ϵc = {0.25, 0.30, 0.35}. A diamond-shaped struc-457

turing element of 32 × 32 pixels was once again used in the458

morphological closing of each mask.459

Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the horizontal velocity460

field inferred from all processed tracks (following the same461

inversion approach outlined in [5]), both with and without462

connectivity masking. Also shown is the difference between463

the velocity magnitude from the obtained measurements and464

the multi-year average PROMICE map, based on amplitude465

offset tracking. Differences between these velocity fields may466

be caused by unwrapping errors, temporal variations in the467

velocity field, atmospheric effects, and calibration errors. In-468

specting 8b, reveals several contiguous areas of high mag-469

nitude differences, most of which are in regions that, based470

on the simulation experiments, are expected to be prone to471

unwrapping errors. The sharp gradients surrounding these472

areas suggest that they are likely caused by unwrapping errors,473

rather than e.g. seasonal velocity variations or calibration474

errors. Figs. 8d and 8f show how some of the suspected475

unwrapping errors are eliminated with a connectivity threshold476

of 0.25, while setting ϵc = 0.30 appears to eliminate all 477

the major (suspected) unwrapping errors. Note that some 478

measurements, which based on the velocity difference measure 479

are not expected to be unwrapping errors, are also discarded 480

by the connectivity masking in both cases (for instance in the 481

upstream part of NEGIS). This is also in line with expectations 482

based on the simulation experiments, where a precision on 483

the order of 0.5 was estimated for the presented connectivity 484

thresholds. Although coherence is generally expected to be 485

higher in winter months, many of the 6-day interferograms in 486

this data set show moderately low coherence levels towards 487

the interior ice sheet (see Fig. S3 in the Supplementary 488

Material). While these coherence levels seemingly do not lead 489

to unwrapping errors, they do lead to low connectivity levels 490

and consequently to the discarding of valid measurements and 491

a lowered precision. The case of ϵc = 0.35 is not shown, as 492

the 0.30 threshold already seems to detect the vast majority 493

of errors. 494

V. DISCUSSION 495

An advantage of the connectivity masking approach is that 496

it allows for an automated masking of each individual inter- 497

ferogram, independent of external data sets. Hence, instead of 498

discarding all measurements from a region that is expected to 499

be prone to unwrapping errors (as would be common practice), 500

one can apply connectivity masking and achieve DInSAR 501

velocity measurements with high reliability. We tested the 502

method in the downstream part of NEGIS, an area where 503

features often associated with unwrapping errors (such as high 504

levels of shear, ice-bedrock transitions, and frequent loss of 505

coherence) are well represented. Although the ensemble of 506

simulated interferograms all cover the same region, a wide 507

variety of coherence (and hence unwrapping error) realizations 508

are observed, allowing evaluation of the connectivity masking 509
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Fig. 6. Unwrapping error frequency (left column), average error (middle column), and masking frequency (right column) for the simulated interferogram
ensemble after connectivity masking with a threshold of 0.25 (top row), 0.30 (middle row), and 0.35 (bottom row).

approach under different conditions. It is possible that the510

masking performance and the optimal connectivity threshold511

might show some variation for a different distribution of512

coherence realizations or for different geographical regions.513

The connectivity measure generally captures unwrapping514

errors well, with most error pixels in the simulated data set515

being associated with lower connectivity values. As indicated516

by Table I and Fig. 5b, when applying a 0.30 connectivity517

threshold, a majority of missed detections have an error mag-518

nitude of a single phase cycle (1.7 m/y). Fig. S2 in the Sup-519

plementary Material shows the connectivity and unwrapping520

error occurrences for some of the simulated interferograms.521

For one of these interferograms, an error of a single phase522

cycle occurs in a large region where connectivity is moderately523

high, meaning that it remains undetected by the connectivity524

masking. Based on our observations, the connectivity masking525

approach is generally more effective at detecting unwrapping526

errors of large spatial scales and large magnitudes. The mor-527

phological closing, which is applied to reduce the number of528

valid measurements discarded, may lead to missed detections529

of unwrapping errors at a scale smaller than the structuring530

element. 531

As mentioned in Section II-B, several coherence weight- 532

ing functions were tested in the generation of a confidence 533

measure for the connectivity estimation, although we found 534

unweighted coherence to perform the best. It is, of course, 535

also possible to combine different parameters or external data 536

sets in the confidence measure, as long as the final measure 537

is normalized to an interval of [0;1], however this was not 538

thoroughly investigated in this study. 539

In the evaluation of the best performing connectivity thresh- 540

olds, we weighted recall higher than precision, arguing that 541

missing the detection of unwrapping errors comes at a higher 542

price than discarding valid measurements. Consequently, the 543

threshold of 0.30, which we deemed optimal for both simu- 544

lated and real data, has an estimated precision of 0.52, meaning 545

that nearly half of the discarded measurements are valid. Since 546

amplitude tracking either way must be carried out to cover 547

fast-flowing parts of glaciers, these measurements can be used 548

to provide coverage in regions where DInSAR measurements 549

are discarded, albeit at a lower resolution and accuracy. 550

However, if DInSAR and tracking-based measurements are 551
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Fig. 7. Overview of the Sentinel-1 data processed in this study (shown in map projection EPSG:3413). Black rectangles indicate Sentinel-1 tracks used to
estimate 2D velocity over part of the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream (presented in Section IV), whereas the magenta rectangle indicates the subset processed
for the simulated interferograms (presented in Section III). Ground Control Points used for calibration are shown as gray triangles and red points indicate
connectivity reference points. The color scale indicates velocity magnitude from the Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE)
2016-2019 average mosaic.

combined using weights that are inversely proportional to552

the estimated accuracy, as in e.g. [5], DInSAR measurements553

will dominate the resulting velocity field wherever they are554

available. Hence, measurements containing unwrapping errors555

will not be averaged out by the combination with amplitude556

tracking measurements but will propagate to the final product,557

highlighting the importance of detecting as many unwrapping558

errors as possible, especially those of high magnitudes, even at559

the cost of low precision. Fortunately, the simulations suggest560

that, generally, unwrapping errors of higher magnitudes are561

associated with lower connectivity levels (Table I and Fig. 5),562

increasing the likelihood of detecting larger errors.563

In the cases presented here, the reference point for con-564

nectivity estimation was selected manually as a point to-565

wards the interior part of the ice sheet, where coherence566

is typically higher and unwrapping errors are not generally567

expected. The reference point selection could be automated by 568

selecting the point of maximum coherence within the largest 569

interferogram segment (following the segmentation process 570

mentioned in Section II-A). Figs. S4-S5 in the Supplementary 571

Material show the connectivity maps and unwrapping error 572

distributions obtained for two of the simulated image pairs 573

when using different reference points, including the reference 574

point defined by the automated approach. Nearly identical 575

masking results are obtained for the various reference points, 576

suggesting a limited sensitivity to the reference point selection. 577

For very large scenes (e.g. Sentinel-1 tracks extending across 578

the Greenland Ice Sheet), reference point selection may in 579

some cases be somewhat complicated, e.g. in case a large 580

region of low coherence forms a divide between two coherent 581

regions. In such a case, it may be beneficial to divide the scene 582

in smaller subsets and process these separately. Automation 583
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Fig. 8. Horizontal velocity magnitude for the period 1st December 2019 to 27th January 2020 obtained from the NEGIS Sentinel-1 image pairs shown in
Table II and Fig. 7 (left column) and difference in horizontal velocity magnitude with respect to the PROMICE multi-year mosaic (right column) in the case
of no masking (top row) and connectivity masking with a threshold of 0.25 (middle row) and 0.30 (bottom row). In both masking cases, a morphological
closing with a 32× 32 pixel diamond-shaped structuring element was applied.

of such a process should be further investigated before the584

connectivity-masking approach is applied in a fully ice sheet-585

wide operational manner.586

VI. CONCLUSION587

The occurrence of unwrapping errors is one of the most588

significant sources of error in DInSAR ice velocity retrieval,589

specifically affecting measurements towards the ice sheet mar- 590

gin, near glacier outlets. As demonstrated here, conventional 591

methods such as coherence-based masking and segmentation 592

alone are not sufficient to fully prevent unwrapping errors. We 593

propose a masking approach based on pixel connectivity esti- 594

mation, adapted from the work of [13], to improve detection 595

of unreliable DInSAR measurements. In this approach, a mask 596
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is generated for each individual interferogram by masking out597

pixels with a connectivity below a certain threshold, specified598

by the user. The connectivity estimate is based solely on the in-599

terferometric coherence and a single reference point and hence600

does not require a full DInSAR time series to be processed, nor601

does it rely on external data sets. For the examples presented602

here, the connectivity reference point selection was done603

manually, however we argue that this process can be automated604

by selecting the point of maximum coherence in the largest605

interferogram segment. Results obtained for both simulated606

and real data suggest that a reasonable connectivity threshold607

is on the order of 0.30. With such a threshold, we estimate a608

recall of 0.84 and a precision of 0.52, indicating that the vast609

majority of unwrapping errors are detected, although nearly610

half of the discarded measurements are not actually affected611

by unwrapping errors. In ice sheet-wide routine retrievals,612

DInSAR measurements are, ideally, combined with tracking-613

based measurements. As the coverage of the tracking-based614

methods is better than that obtained by DInSAR, coverage may615

still be achieved in areas that are flagged by the connectivity-616

based masking. Therefore, we prioritize masking the majority617

of unwrapping errors even at the cost of discarding some618

valid DInSAR measurements. Finally, we observe a tendency619

for unwrapping errors of higher magnitudes to be associated620

with pixels of lower connectivity values, with the simulated621

interferogram ensemble showing a median error of only 1.7622

m/y for pixels with connectivity above 0.30. Hence, larger623

unwrapping errors are more likely to be detected, even when624

masking with relatively low connectivity thresholds.625

APPENDIX626

INTERFEROGRAM SIMULATION627

For each interferogram, the simulation procedure is as628

follows: 1) Carry out a refined coregistration of a real Sentinel-629

1 data pair, as described in [5], [6]. 2) Estimate interferometric630

coherence, applying multi-looking with a factor of 18 × 4 in631

range×azimuth. The coherence estimate is then interpolated632

(using inverse distance weighting) to full resolution in the633

geometry of the first SLC. 3) Simulate two complex SLCs, u1634

and u2, in the same geometry and with the same coherence635

as the real data pair, according to [22]:636

u1 =
√
1− γa+

√
γc (4)

u2 =
√
1− γb+

√
γc (5)

where a, b, and c are uncorrelated stationary white complex637

Gaussian processes of equal (unit) variance and γ is the638

estimated coherence. 4) Add deterministic phase contributions639

representing the flat-earth term, the topography, and the defor-640

mation to the first SLC image:641

udet
1 = u1e

j(ϕflat+ϕtopo+ϕdef ) (6)

The flat-earth and topographic contributions, ϕflat and642

ϕtopo, are estimated through precise orbits and an external643

DEM, whereas the deformation phase term is computed as:644

ϕdef = −4π

λ
vLoS∆T (7)

where λ is the radar wavelength, vLoS is the line-of-sight 645

velocity component, and ∆T is the temporal baseline, which is 646

equal to 6 days for all the interferograms presented here. The 647

line-of-sight velocity is computed by projecting an external 648

ice velocity mosaic, e.g. a multi-year velocity average, on the 649

radar line-of-sight. Atmospheric phase contributions are ne- 650

glected, as these generally do not lead to unwrapping errors. 5) 651

Finally, the simulated SLCs enter a usual DInSAR processing 652

scheme (omitting coregistration, as this has already been done 653

prior to the coherence estimation). The interferogram is formed 654

as: 655

Isim = udet
1 u∗

2 (8)

and once flattening is carried out, based on the same orbit 656

files and DEM applied in the simulations, the only remaining 657

phase contributions are the deformation term, which is known, 658

and the phase noise corresponding to the coherence estimate. 659
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